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YARNDALE
Stitches used in this pattern. UK terms throughout.
•

•
•

•

sl st (slip stitch) - This is used to join new yarn. Usually at the start of
a round. Insert hook into where you are going to slip and yarn over then
pull the loop back through the stitch (or chain space) and pull the loop
through the loop on your hook.
ch (chain) - Yarn over and pull through loop on the hook. Creates a
chain.
tr (treble) - Yarn over. Insert hook through stitch, yarn over and pull the
loop back through the stitch. You will have 3 loops on your hook. Yarn
over and pull through 2 loops on your hook. Yarn over again and pull
through the remaining 2 loops.
tr2tog (treble 2 together) - Yarn over. Insert hook through stitch, yarn
over and pull the loop back through the stitch. (3 loops on your hook)
Yarn over and pull through 2 loops on your hook. (2 loops on your hook)
Yarn over again and insert hook through same stitch, yarn over and pull
back through. (4 loops on your hook) Yarn over and pull through pull
through 2 loops. Yarn over and pull through the remaining 3 loops.
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Make Along with Emma

Talking Grannies | The Kingsdale Square
Using a 4mm hook and any DK yarn. Emma uses West Yorkshire Spinners
Croft. Using UK crochet terms.
To start:
Make a slip knot and ch4. Join to make a circle.
Round 1:
In this round you will be working into the middle of the chain circle.
ch3, 1tr into the circle, 1ch
*tr2tog, 1ch* into the chain circle 7 times.
sl st into the starting ch3 and fasten off.
Round 2:
In this round you will be working into the chain spaces of Round 1.
Join new yarn with sl st in any chain space and ch4
In next chain space *3tr, 1ch*
Repeat ** 7 times then 2tr in same space as starting ch4 and join with a sl st. Fasten
off
Round 3:
Join new yarn with sl st in any corner 2ch space and ch5 then 3tr into the same
corner space. *1ch. In next ch space 3tr then 1ch.
In next 2ch corner space 3tr, 2ch, 3tr*
Repeat ** 2 times. 1ch, then 3tr in next ch space, 1ch then 2tr into the first corner of
this round next to the starting ch5. Join with a sl st into the corner space created by
the ch5 and fasten off.
Round 4:
As Round 3 but with an extra 3tr, 1ch across each side of your Granny square. So…
Join new yarn with sl st in any corner 2ch space and ch5 then 3tr into the same
corner space. *1ch. In next ch space 3tr then 1ch. In next ch space 3tr then 1ch.
In next 2ch corner space 3tr, 2ch, 3tr*
Repeat ** 2 times. 1ch, then 3tr in next ch space, 1ch, then 3tr in next ch space 1ch
then 2tr into the first corner of this round next to the starting ch5. Join with a sl st
into the corner space created by the ch5 and fasten off.
To finish sew in ends with a darning needle.

In our latest Yarndale Make Along with Emma learn how to crochet a
classic granny square and more. This is the fifth square in Yarndale’s
Talking Grannies series which is “A Week of Grannies” with a new pattern
and chat every day for a whole week. You will need a 4mm crochet hook
and some dk weight yarn.
Emma uses West Yorkshire Spinner’s Croft which is 100% wool and beautifully soft.
Join Emma as she makes granny squares and guides you through the patterns.

About Yarndale
Celebrating the joy of yarn in all its forms, Yarndale is a vibrant and
inspirational festival which has taken place at the end of September each year
since 2013.
This creative festival celebrates all things woolly and wonderful, showcasing
and supporting a creative mix of retailers, manufacturers, craft workers and
artisans from across the country and Europe.
The festival is designed to encourage the sharing of skills and inspire visitors to
celebrate all things handmade and get creative with yarn.
www.yarndale.co.uk

For your notes...

